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Abstract
Do commodity prices drive exploration permit applications? In a recent qualitative study on mineral exploration and risk
management in Sweden, a number of respondents representing mineral exploration organizations and governmental agencies
expressed howmineral exploration permit applications increase with rising commodity prices. This paper seeks to investigate this
alleged correlation quantitatively. In doing so, the study uses time series analysis and ARIMA models to analyze the covariation
of applications for exploration permits filed with theMining Inspectorate of Sweden and annual average copper, lead, zinc, silver,
and gold prices in the period 2000 to 2018. Contrary to the anecdotal evidence given by actors in the exploration and mining
industry, the paper cannot show any significant covariation between the majority of mineral prices and applications filed.
Contrary to expectations, there appear therefore not to be any correlation between copper, lead, silver, and gold prices and the
volume of permit applications filed annually. Moreover, the study also shows that the correlation between annual average zinc
prices and permit applications appears to be the reverse of what was first believed as the annual change in application volume
occurs before the rise or fall in zinc prices.
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Introduction

This paper sets out to explore a seemingly simple proposition:
that rising commodity prices incentivize explorationists to ap-
ply for exploration permits. This link between prices and the
volume of exploration permit applications filed in a year was
proposed by several informants interviewed for a recent qual-
itative research project on mineral exploration, forecasting,
and uncertainty in Sweden (Olofsson 2020a, 2020b). One
example of this claim was provided by a senior officer with
the Mining Inspectorate of Sweden (MIS) — the agency
which reviews applications for exploration permits. In the
interview, the officer said that the inspectorate tends to see a
significant increase in the number of permit applications filed
with them at times of increasing commodity prices. Another

example of this proposition was provided by a mining engi-
neer who explained that exploration companies find it easier
to invest in exploration efforts following a rise in commodity
prices as climbing prices often mean that there is greater in-
terest from investors, which in turn means that there are usu-
ally greater volumes of equity available to explorationists
when commodity prices go up. According to the mining en-
gineer, such ebbs and flows in the accessibility of equity are
more or less the nature of the game and while, he continued, it
would often be preferable to invest counter-cyclically and
build a pipeline of projects during bear markets, which could
then be moved into production when prices eventually begin
to climb again, most exploration and mining companies lack
the resources to do so. Therefore, most companies, according
to this informant’s experience, will usually have to wait for
prices to attract investment capital to projects before they can
begin spending money on exploration.

On the surface, these claims make sense. Mineral explora-
tion is both time-consuming and heavy on financial resources.
Companies that have a number of projects in the desktop or
archival stage, it could be suggested, may look at rising
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commodity prices and a resulting increase in interest from
investors as a window to move into boots-on-the-ground-
type work; and to be allowed to put boots on the ground, firms
will first need to acquire an exploration permit. Then again,
mineral exploration is a high-risk endeavor embedded in a
complex institutional framework, there may be many different
competing and even counteracting factors involved in the
decision-making process behind the choice to file or not to
file for an exploration permit. Nevertheless, an initial plot of
the number of exploration permits filed with the MIS annually
between 2000 and 2019 and the annual average commodity
prices for some of the metals and minerals mined in Sweden is
inconclusive. Graph 1 shows this plot with the number of
applications plotted against the primary y-axis on the left-
hand side and commodity prices (in natural logarithms of
observed prices) plotted against the secondary y-axis on the
right-hand side.

As the plot shows, there appears to be some covariation
between the two. The dramatic climb in application filings
between 2003 and 2005, for example, coincided with an in-
crease in commodity prices. Then again, the almost equally
dramatic fall in exploration permit filing after 2005 appears
only to coincide with a fall or plateau in base metal prices
while ferrous and precious metals continued to go up in the
period.1

While the evidence on the surface therefore appears to be
inconclusive, there are reasons to expect that prices could
drive exploration activities. First, such a relation between
commodity prices and exploration levels has been observed
elsewhere, i.e., in Canada, where it was found that an increase

in the price of a basket of minerals in the previous year could
be linked to an increase in the level of exploration in the next
year (Canadian Intergovernmental Working Group on the
Mineral Industry 2005). Secondly, the anecdotal evidence
for a relation between prices and exploration levels was cor-
roborated by several informants independently of each other.
Nevertheless, as the evidence for a link between prices and
exploration levels appears to be compelling but inconclusive,
it was decided that it would be interesting to explore this
anecdotally given connection, and to see whether it could be
reproduced quantitatively. The explorative analysis employed
an autoregressive integrated moving averages (ARIMA) mod-
el to analyze the relation between the number of exploration
permits filled with the MIS each year in the period 2000-2019
and the annual average prices for seven non-fuel metal com-
modities explored for and mined in Sweden.2 The model test-
ed the following hypothesis:

H1: The annual number of new applications for explora-
tion permits filed with the Mining Inspectorate of Sweden is
positively correlated with movements in mineral commodity
prices.

The continuation of this paper explores the hypothesis
through the four following sections. The “Background” sec-
tion places the present explorative study in a broader universe
of existing literature on the role of exogenous factors in ex-
ploration and mining companies’ decision-making. The “Data
and model” section outlines the case, describes the dataset
used in this analysis and specifies how the ARIMA model
was constructed. The “Results” section accounts for the em-
pirical results from the analysis. Above all, the “Discussion”

Graph 1 Annual applications for
exploration permits and annual
average commodity prices

1 Note that the combination of natural logs for commodity prices and raw
numbers for applications may make the changes in prices appear less dramatic
when compared to changes in the number of applications filed each year.

2 The commodities included were copper, gold, iron ore, lead, nickel, silver,
and zinc.
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section reports the results for each of the seven bivariate
models analyzed and follows up on the results. These results
indicated no significant connection between the commodity
prices and exploration permit applications except for zinc. The
paper concludes with a discussion on the estimated model, the
results, and their implications. The discussion ends with a
reflection stating that the failure to conclusively confirm or
disprove the anecdotal connection between prices and appli-
cation filings above all opens up for future studies of the
relation between exploration and mining company decision-
making and the exogenous factors influencing these
processes.

Background

Besides the Canadian report mentioned above, the existing
literature gives mixed support for a correlation between ex-
ploration levels and commodity prices. First, there are evi-
dence that exogenous factors such as price movements may
influence the behavior of mineral exploration and mining
companies. The structure of the minerals sector and the stan-
dardized nature of metal and mineral commodities means that
mining firms act as price-takers (Cairns and Lasserre 1986),
wherefore prices generally are exogenous to the individual
company3 and mining firms lack access to market strategies
such as branding and labeling available to producers on less
standardized “status” markets (Aspers 2005, 2011).
Moreover, gold miners have been shown to grow “fatter”
during times of increasing commodity prices (Borenstein
and Farrell 2007). During booms, gold miners thereby see
their value grow concavely with increasing gold prices, indi-
cating a tendency for them to not be able to minimize costs
and maximize gains during times of rising gold prices.
Following this, it is possible to imagine a situation where
mineral explorationists and mining companies cease upon
the capital influx that comes with rising commodity prices
and use the new capital to finance mineral exploration.
Additionally, Mason (1986) makes a strong argument for the
importance of external factors such as commodity prices —
but also exploration information availability. According to
Mason, firms have a tendency to over-explore in situations
when they expect future commodity prices to be high, and to
underexplore when future prices are expected to be low.
Nevertheless, while these sources support the idea that com-
modity price fluctuations influence exploration companies’
decision-making — incentivizing or deterring them from
investing in exploration depending on the direction that the

market is moving in, other evidence appear to question such
correlations.

Surveys of mining and exploration companies, for exam-
ple, have not identified commodity prices as important factors
when firms make decisions about when and where to carry out
mineral exploration (Johnson 1990; Otto et al. 2006).
Following from this background, the existing evidence for a
correlation between the volume of exploration permits filed
and commodity prices is inconclusive. Structural factors ap-
pear to open up for such a correlation as price-taking, and the
changes in available financial resources in gluts and booms
together with the evidence for exogenous factors influencing
companies’ decision-making speak in favor of such a link.
However, the survey’s finding that mining companies do not
rank commodity prices among the most important factors in
investment decision-making speaks against the hypothesis.

Data and model

As the existing evidence for a connection between exploration
activities and commodity prices specifically mention explora-
tion levels, often in terms of the number of exploration permits
filed, as being indicative of this relation, this study uses data
on applications filed with the MIS as the dependent variable.
An additional reason for why increased filings for exploration
permits may be indicative of a greater increase in exploration
activities can be found in the role exploration permits play in
Sweden. An exploration permit offers its holder the exclusive
right to undertake exploration in a designated area, and it is the
first permit4 explorationists need to apply for in order to con-
duct fieldwork. Permits are awarded based on an assessment
by the MIS of the possibility for discovery in the area in
question and of the applicant’s ability to carry out exploration
within this area, that is, if the applicant is believed to have
access to sufficient resources for the job.5 Because its position
in the institutional framework surrounding exploration work
in Sweden, exploration permits may therefore be a good indi-
cator of exploration activities as they form an institutional
threshold between early stage desktop and archival explora-
tion and intermediate stage boots-on-the-ground exploration.6

Then again, the strength of exploration permits as an indicator

3 While prices are usually exogenous to the individual company, there are of
course certain things mining companies can do to influence the price they
receive, e.g., reduce the amount of impurities or raise the grade in their
product.

4 After obtaining an exploration permit, explorationists will need to draft a
workplan and get it approved by stakeholders and the MIS before they can
bring vehicles onto the site to carry out geophysical survey work or drilling.
However, non-invasive work on foot or skis is allowed prior to the approval of
a workplan.
5 These prerequisites to obtaining exploration permits mean that permits are
not awarded for exploration within previously explored areas (unless the
applicant can provide good reason for why the area should be re-worked)
and that applications for larger areas than the MIS deem workable in a 3-
year period, given the resources available to the applicant, will not be granted.
6 For a more detailed outline of the institutions that regulate exploration in
Sweden and of the regulatory process, see Olofsson (2020b).
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of overall trends in the exploration and mining industry is of
secondary nature here, as the primary focus is to explore the
direct relation between permit applications and commodity
prices.

The dataset was assembled by pooling data from the MIS
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Data on the
number of exploration permit applications filed with the
agency is made available by the MIS though their
webpages.7 The information provided by the MIS includes
the total number of applications filed, the number of exten-
sions of permits applied for, the number of permits awarded,
and the number of denied applications per year.
Unfortunately, only the annual data is available through the
MIS webpages and as data is only available from 2000 and
onwards. Due to this limitation, the time series generated from
these data is unusually short. Short time series are potentially
problematic as they may be unable to produce relevant results.
However, as this paper only concerns an initial exploration of
a relation between permit application filing and commodity
prices in Sweden, it was decided to go ahead nevertheless as
this was the data available at the time of this investigation.
Nevertheless, with these data limitations in mind, follow-up
studies are encouraged pending future improvements in data
availability.

As the aim was to explore the relation between overall
permit application activity and commodity prices, both new
permit applications and applications for extensions were ini-
tially included in the dependent variable. However, when the
resulting index was evaluated, it was noticed that the inclusion
of applications for extensions caused severe autocorrelation in
the variable. The source of this error was determined to be
how exploration permits in Sweden are only valid for 3 years
before they need to be extended. Because of this legal artifact,
observations (i.e., applications) may re-enter the dataset at
regular intervals. The final index was therefore specified to
include only applications for new permits. This resulted in a
dependent variable for which observations range between a
low of 126 and amaximum of 500. The calculatedmean of the
number of new exploration permit applications filed yearly
was approximately 220 between 2000 and 2019. The year that
saw the lowest number of filings was 2015, and the year that
saw the highest number of permits applied for was 2006.

Information on commodity prices for the same period was
gathered from the IMF’s Primary Commodity Price System
(International Monetary Fund 2021). The data consisted of
annual average commodity prices as per the largest import
market for each given commodity. An overview of the annual
commodity prices is provided in Table 1 below. Note that the
prices for copper, lead, and zinc are given in USD/metric ton

while the prices for gold and silver are denoted in USD/tr. oz.
Moreover, while the descriptive statistics provided here de-
scribe prices as given in the IMF data, all analyses presented
in this paper used logarithms of prices.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests were carried out to inves-
tigate the presence of unit roots in all variables. The results of
these analyses indicated that both the dependent and the inde-
pendent variables to have unit roots and thereby to be non-
stationary. Because of this, additional Dickey-Fuller tests
were carried out on differentiated variables. These tests
showed all difference variables to be stationary at first differ-
ence except the annual average gold prices, which where in-
stead showed to be stationary first at the second difference
level. In addition to this, diagnostics for autocorrelation
(AC) as well as for partial autocorrelation (PAC) where car-
ried out on the dependent variable. The outcome showed that
the number of exploration permit applications was subject to
AC and PAC at lag 1, i.e., the number of permits filed in year 1
correlated with the number of permits filed in year 0. A second
round of model diagnostics confirmed the decision to use the
differentiated variable as these were found to be stationary and
AC and PAC tests for the differentiated dependent variable
did not show significant autocorrelation. The results of the AC
and PAC analyses for the dependent variable are shown in
Graphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 below.

Model

The ARIMA model was specified with one bivariate model
created for each commodity. Separate models were thereby
specified for the seven major industrial and precious metals.
The selection of independent variables was made in relation to
a review of the most common metals and minerals mined for
in Sweden (Geological Survey of Sweden 2020). As a result
of this, separate models were created for iron ore (Fe) copper
(Cu), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), zinc (Zn), silver (Ag), and gold
(Au). As ARIMA models require stationary data, the model
was specified using differentiated dependent and independent
variables to manage the presence of unit roots (non-
stationarity) as well as the autocorrelation in the dependent

7 Statistics for the annual number of exploration permits filed with the MIS is
available through the agency’s website: www.sgu.se/bergsstaten/statistik/
undersokningstillstand.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics — commodity prices

Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Fe 20 66.6735 48.56381 12.45 167.79

Cu 20 5343.439 2330.129 1560.29 8823.45

Ni 20 15,488.09 7291.241 5969.63 37,135.84

Pb 20 1624.346 731.1884 452.25 2579.12

Zn 20 1943.57 776.1839 778.9 3266.18

Ag 20 14.924 8.476962 4.37 35.11

Au 20 934.486 470.7085 271.05 1668.82
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variable. The final model was therefore specified as a differ-
entiated time series according to as follows:8

ΔYt= ΔbXt + ΔNt

Except for the gold model, which because of gold prices
only being stationary at the second difference, it was specified
with the second-order difference.

Models producing significant results were then tested for
correlations in the residuals by controlling for autocorrelation
and moving averages.

Results

Contrary to the anecdotal evidence for a positive correlation
between commodity prices and exploration permit application
filings, themajority of the models did not indicate a significant
correlation between commodity prices and changes in in the
number of permit applications filed. Table 2 shows the
resulting coefficients and standard errors for each of the seven
bivariate models. As is shown in the table, the results for iron
ore, copper, nickel, lead, silver, and gold all returned nonsig-
nificant results, and t-test values returned were well below the
95% confidence threshold. However, the model for zinc
shows a positive correlation between differences in commod-
ity prices and differences in the number of permit applications
filed with the MIS. Based on the resulting coefficient, a
change of approximately 1% in annual average zinc prices
(all else equal) is estimated to correlate with a change of
±1.896 applications in the MIS’s inbox the same year. While
the effect of price movements on application frequencies is

relatively small, this result is more or less in line with the
connection between prices and applications that informants
in the aforementioned qualitative study described.
Nevertheless, while zinc is an important metal in the
Swedish mining sector9 and is produced at the majority of
the non-ferrous mines in the country, the results only partially
support the story that commodity prices in general drive the
number of exploration permits filed for annually. Remember,
according to the anecdote, commodity prices not the price of
one commodity are supposed to be related to the number of
exploration permit applications.

Because of this discrepancy between the qualitative evi-
dence and the outcome of the analysis presented here, further
analyses were undertaken. First, the model was respecified
with the lagged independent variables to explore whether the
relationship between permit application filings and commod-
ity prices consists of a delayed response, that is, that it is the
previous year’s prices that incentivize explorationists to apply
for exploration permits or that budget constraints limit
explorationists’ ability to immediately react to movements in
commodity prices and that decisions to file for exploration
permit applications therefore get delayed by up to 1 year
(see Eggert and Roderick 1987). The lagged commodity price
variables were treated in the same way the non-lagged vari-
ables had been in the previously described model. The results
of these analyses are presented in Table 3 and did not contain
significant results.

Failing to produce significant results, the lagged dependent
variable model cast additional doubt on the proposed relation
between commodity prices and the number of exploration

Graph 2 Autocorrelations—
number of applications filed
annually

8 For a detailed account of autoregression and the specification of differenti-
ated models, see Skog (1988).

0 In 2019, zinc made up approximately 47% of the non-ferrous mineral mined
in Sweden (Geological Survey of Sweden 2020).
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permit applications filed with the MIS. Moreover, the lack of
an identifiable significant correlation between the lagged ap-
plication variable and zinc prices needs additional consider-
ation. Given the nonsignificant results of the lagged dependent
variable model, it appears unlikely that explorationists are
incentivized by or act on last year’s zinc prices. Instead, the
reaction appears to be more immediate, occurring in the same
year. Nevertheless, while such an explanation is plausible giv-
en the results of the analysis presented here, it is believed that
there may be more plausible explanations that lie beyond the
scope of this analysis. One such explanation is the possibility

that the correlation identified in the original model (but lack-
ing in the laggedmodel) could be the result of some confound-
ing factor. As surveys of decision-making processes in min-
eral exploration show (Johnson 1990; Otto et al. 2006; see
background section above), many different factors are in-
volved in the decision to invest in and move forward with an
exploration project (see also Olofsson 2022b). Perhaps some
of these factors depend on some trend or input that covaries
with zinc prices?

In order to explore for a confounding factor, additional
investigations were carried out by analyzing for potential

Graph 4 Autocorrelations—
difference of number of applica-
tions filed annually

Graph 3 Partial autocorrelations
— number of applications filed
annually
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cointegration between commodity prices and applications
filed annually in Sweden, that is, that prices and permit appli-
cations, while not correlated in the short-term, may be corre-
lated in the long term — i.e., through a confounding factor.
Moreover, if the variables could be shown to be cointegrated,
the ambition was to then estimate an error correction model to
better describe the relation between prices and permit applica-
tions in the dataset. However, Engle-Granger testing for
cointegration did not indicate significant covariation as the test
statistic for a linear combination did not exceed the critical
value defined by MacKinnon (2010). As a result of this, at-
tempts to estimate an error correction model were abandoned.

Discussion

Based on the results of this explorative analysis, there appears
to be some evidence for a correlation between changes in
annual average zinc prices and the number of exploration
permit applications filed with the MIS. In this case, differ-
ences in the number of applications filed per year have been
shown to positively correlate with the difference in average
zinc prices. However, while these results to some extent con-
firm the experiences of the informants interviewed for the
qualitative study discussed above, the evidence do not appear
to support a correlation of the extent proposed by the

Table 2 ARIMA time series with differentiated variables

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Fe Cu Ni Pb Zn Ag Au†

b 28.70 141.4 81.56 34.68 189.6** 62.72 91.31

SE (90.25) (159.6) (69.08) (86.84) (59.87) (150.3) (250.0)

Constant −8.890 −14.76 −7.892 −8.545 −13.98 −9.753 −0.897
(36.00) (21.89) (22.85) (23.52) (22.19) (24.94) (22.52)

sigma

Constant 84.95*** 78.73*** 81.60*** 84.95*** 67.06*** 84.23*** 83.50***

(12.53) (16.58) (11.56) (11.58) (10.92) (11.14) (11.82)

n 19 19 19 19 19 19 18

Standard errors in parentheses

Y number of exploration permit applications
* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01
*** p < 0.001

All variables are differentiated. †Second-order difference used

Graph 5 Partial autocorrelations
— difference of number of appli-
cations filed annually
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informants. The evidence for such a relation between explo-
ration applications and commodity prices therefore remains
vague. This should be read in relation to the existing literature
on the influence of exogenous factors’ importance in explora-
tion decisions. That exogenous factors do play a role has been
suggested (Mason 1986) and surveyed (Johnson 1990; Otto
et al. 2006). Nevertheless, the literature on exogenous factors’
role in explorationists’ decision-making has shown that many
different factors play a role in mining companies’ decisions
and that while commodity prices are one such factor, other
factors tend to weigh heavier in explorationists’ decision-
making than do commodity prices and than do many other
factors.

It should be noted that this study has only provided a
brief exploration of the possible relation between com-
modity prices and exploration permit applications. The
results presented here tie into a larger conversation about
the role of exogenous factors in exploration and mining
companies’ decision-making and because the model has
apparent limitations, this paper can only point toward rel-
evant objections in terms of uncertainties and ambiguities
regarding whether commodity prices causally drive
changes in exploration application filing, and if so, exact-
ly what role commodity prices play in the decision-
making processes that leads explorationists to file appli-
cations. Further work is therefore required if this question
is to be resolved. One first step that ought to be taken is to
perform the analysis with longer time series. The time
series employed here are very short and therefore prone
to type 1 errors (Skog 1988), and future research may
consider either using data covering a longer period of
time or investigating opportunities to use quarterly rather

than annual data.10 Future research may also look to other
types of outcomes related to exploration permit applications
and overall exploration activity. One such outcome could be
changes in exploration expenditures or changes in the size of
areas applied for in permit applications. Both these dimen-
sions may better describe changes in exploration decisions
in relation to market movements. Falling prices may incentiv-
ize explorationists to home in their exploration efforts on
smaller areas in order to conserve financial and organizational
resources, that is, to continue exploration but with smaller
exploration crews. Likewise, rising prices may usher in more
optimistic spending and cause exploration budgets to swell.
Still, many factors play a role in explorationists’ decision-
making and while annual changes in commodity prices may
influence the expectations held by explorationists and thereby
shift their decisions toward the more optimistic or pessimistic,
prices are only one among many exogenous and endogenous
factors. Nevertheless, while these are important questions to
investigate in future research, this paper has first and foremost
sought to ground anecdotal evidence provided by informants
through quantitative analysis, and the result of this effort is a
small confirmation of a positive relation between (some) com-
modity prices and the number of applications filed with the
MIS but also a reminder that the question is far more nuanced
and too complex to be answered in a small explorative study.

Table 3 ARIMA time series with differentiated variables and lagged commodity prices

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Fe L1 Cu L1 Ni L1 Pb L1 Zn L1 Ag L1 Au L1†

b 37.29 44.03 −34.55 13.18 −13.69 33.40 61.35

SE (137.1) (89.49) (82.66) (76.61) (97.58) (134.1) (181.7)

Constant −3.859 −3.410 0.525 −1.447 0.446 −2.419 −3.964
(27.08) (29.01) (29.76) (38.82) (25.92) (32.19) (25.58)

sigma

Constant 83.58*** 83.60*** 83.54*** 84.19*** 84.15*** 83.91*** 85.03***

(11.59) (13.82) (11.55) (11.17) (11.94) (12.50) (12.10)

n 18 18 18 18 18 18 17

Standard errors in parentheses

Y number of exploration permit applications
* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01
*** p < 0.001

All variables are differentiated. †Second-order difference used

10 This possibility was investigated already in relation to this paper, but since
no quarterly exploration application data was readily available from theMIS, it
was decided that this venue of research best be left for future investigations as
time limitations did not allow for such a database to be constructed from
scratch (e.g., by going through MIS archives and catalogizing applications
by quarter).
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